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CONVERGENCE OF FOURIER SERIES EXPANSION
RELATED TO FREE GROUPS

G. KUHN1

ABSTRACT. In [0,7r] we consider the complete orthogonal system Pn associ-

ated to the weight function ip = r(2r — l)7r_1 sin2 $(r2 — (2r — l)cos2 Ö)-1 and

we study mean and pointwise convergence of series expansions with respect to

the system P„ in Lp([0,7r], ch/>). This weight function, and the corresponding

system Pn arise from the study of Gelfand transforms of radial functions on a

finitely generated free group Fr and our results can be interpreted in terms of

multipliers theory on Fr.

1. Introduction. Harmonic analysis on finitely generated free groups has been

recently investigated by several authors [1, 3-5, 9-11, 20]. In particular, Figá-

Talamanca and Picardello studied the representation theory for the free group on r

generators Fr in analogy with the representation theory for SL2(-R). Exploiting the

analogy between if-bi-invariant functions on SL2(Ä) and radial functions on Fr,

they were able to define spherical functions, the Poisson kernel and the principal

and complementary series on Fr (see also [2, 14]). Our main reference is [9], to

which we refer for all unexplained notions and results.

Denote by C^ ñ the closure in the /2-convolutor norm of the algebra of all finitely

supported radial functions. C^ R is isomorphic (via the Gelfand transform that we

denote by "*") to the algebra C(I) of all continuous functions on / = [0,7r]. If

(1.1) dip(6) = r(2r - l)n~l sin2 9(r2 - (2r - 1) cos2 6)~l d6

then the Gelfand transform extends to an isometric isomorphism between

'radial (^r ) and L2 (I, dip). There is a complete orthogonal polynomial system {Pn}o°

associated to dip (see e.g. [4]):

Pn = (2r - l)n/2{Yn - (2r - l)"1^}

(1.2) where Yn =

(We notice that Pn is a linear combination of two Gegenbauer polynomials Cn [7],

or, equivalently, characters on SU(2).)

In this paper we study the convergence (norm and pointwise) of series expansions

with respect to the system Pn of functions belonging to LV(I, dip). Our results (see

the Theorem in §3) resemble those concerning norm and pointwise convergence of

series expansions with respect to the Gegenbauer polynomials Cn or, equivalently,

Fourier expansions of central functions on SU(2) [6, 16-18, 21].   This suggests
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an analogy between radial harmonic analysis on Fr and central harmonic analysis

on SU(2). Finally, we notice that our results can also be interpreted in terms of

multipliers theory on Fr.

2. Notation. We shall denote by Xn the characteristic function of the set

En = {x E Fr: \x\ = n} and set u = (2r - 1)1/2, a = (2r - l)1/2(2r)"1/2, b =

(2r(2r—l))-1/2. From [1, 13, 15] we know that the Gelfand transform extends to an

isometric isomorphism between Ll(I, dtp) and the subspace of radial elements of the

Fourier algebra of Fr so that / will denote any function in LP(I, dtp) (1 < p < oo)

while / will be the corresponding radial function on Fr;\\ ■ ||p will always denote

the norm in LP(I, dip). According with the hypergroup structure of / [15] we shall

define a "convolution" by the formula

(2.1) f*9 = (f-gY   forany f EL1 (I, dip), g E LP(I, dip) (1 < p < oo).

Since dip is an invariant measure on / (with respect to the hypergroup structure of

/) we get

(2-2) ||/*ff||i<|l/lli-|lfflli    for every g, f EL1 (I, dip),

(2.3) ||/*ff||oo<||/||i-||s||oo     forevery f EL1 (I, dip), g EL°° (I, dip),

and, by interpolation (see e.g. [23]),

(2.4) ||/*9||P<||/Hi-||g||P    for every fELl(I,diP), g E Lp(I,diP) (1< p < oo).

In the following, * will always denote the convolution in the sense of (2.1). Set

N

DN = 'S2xn    and     Qn = Xn/WXnh-

Since Pn = Xn [4], the iVth partial sum of the series expansion of f E Lp(I,dip)

with respect to the system Qn is

(2.5) Snf = DN */.=« £ (J fQn #) • Qn-
0

Finally, ||Sjv ||P,P will denote the norm of the linear operator Sjv from LP(I, dip) into

itself.

3. For any / E LP(I, dtp), F will denote the even function on J — [—it, n] defined

by

(31) F(e)=fm™2«-1(r2-"2cos2(6))-í    ií0E[O,n],

K}    \F(-6) iföe[-7T,o).

Wealsosetds = sin2(0)d0.

LEMMA.   Let f and F be defined as above, then

(3.2) F E Lp(J,ds)    and    ||/|L • kp < \\F\\LHjtda) < hp\\f\\p
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where kp and hp are positive constants depending only on p and on r.  Moreover,

for every N > 0 we have

N   / , -, ,,   JV

SnI =f £ (7 fy™ ds) r" + y E (/ FY-2ds) Yn-

N-2   ,   . v

(3.3) -abJ2\     FW cos(29)Yn(6) sin2(0) dö j Fn

+ T ((/ FFiV-3ds) Fjv_1 + (/ i"y/v"2 ds) Yn

PROOF. (3.2) is obvious from the definition of F and the expression of dip. To

prove (3.3) we observe that /* fQndip = (a/2)(fjFYnds) - (b/2)(JjFYn_2ds)
for every n> 1. Therefore (3.3) follows from straightforward calculation.

THEOREM, (i) // 3/2 < p < 3 and f E Lp(I,dip) then \\SNf - /||p -► 0 as
N -> oo.

(ii)  If p > 3 or 1 < p < 3/2 then there exists a Gg dense subset H of Lv(I,dip)

such that limsupjv ||Srv/||p = +oo for every f E H.

(iii)  If p > 3/2 and f E Lp(I,dip) then S^f converges to f pointwise a.e. [dip].

(iv)  If p < 3/2 then there exists a Gs dense subset H' of Lp(I, dip) such that

Snf does not converge on any set of positive measure for every f E H'.

PROOF. Since the linear span of the Qn is dense in Lp(I,dip), (i) and (ii) hold

if and only if the norms ||Sjv||P,P are uniformly bounded, respectively, unbounded,

as N —> oo. By the definition of Sn, we also have

J SNf§drh = Jit(j ÎQ<< dA Q^drh = ¿ (J !Qk #) (J QklW

r -   -
= / fSwgdip.

Hence,

(3-4) IISjvILp = ||Sjv||M    if 1/p + l/<? = I-

It is obvious from the expression of dip that, if g € LP(I, dip),

a\ Up\g\pds)      <hp\\g\\p

where kp and hp are positive constants depending only on p and r.   Now, for

3/2 < p < 3,

N

J2(fgYnds\ Yn < const||g||LP(j,da)    by Pollard [17].

0    y-Jj ' LP(J,ds)

Moreover, one easily gets Supn||yn||x,p(j,ds) < oo for every p < 3. Hence, (i) follows

from (3.3) and (3.5).
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To prove (ii) observe that

IIQnllp >const alp   \sin(n+l)6\pe2-pde)

i/p

sin(n-l)0|p02-pd0 \A-B\

and

Ap = ap(n + l)p"3 £ /
n    J kit

n      r(k+l)n/2

sin

Bp = V>(n - 1

0    .> ktt/2

n-2    »(fe+ljTr/î

2-pdö,

r3E/t |sin0|p02-pd0.
t/2

If we set aPi„ = ^q /fcir ,2        | sin0|p02 p df? we get, since a > 6,

IIQnlb > const(aag^ - Í>a3^_2) > const(logn)1/3    if p = 3,

HQnllp > const a{(n + l)1"3'"^ - b(n - i)l-8/»apJ_2} > const n1"3^

if p > 3.

Therefore ||Qn||P —► +co (n —> oo) for p > 3.

Choose now /„ = 2(cos((n + 2)0) - uj~2 cos(n6)) — a~1(Qn+2 — Qn). We have

||/n||p < 4rw-2 and ||5n/„||p — a_1||<2n||P. Hence, (ii) follows from (3.6) and (3.4).

Assertion (iii) follows from (3.3). Namely, if f E Lp(I,dip), then F(6) and

F(6)cos9 E Lp(J,ds) and, if p > 3/2, JjFYnds -> 0 for n -> oo. In fact,

F(6) sine» 6 Lp'(T) for some p' > 1 with p'(3 - p) < p and

TV

Í F(6)Yn(9) sin2 6d6 = Í   {F(0) sin 6} sin((n+1)6) d6 ̂  0   forn —> oo.

Then, by the Carleson-Hunt Theorem [12], the right-hand side of (3.3) tends to

((a2 + 62)/2 - ab • cos(26))7tF(6) = f(6).

If p < 3/2 then, by (3.6) and the uniform boundedness theorem, there exists a

G s dense subset H' E LP(I, dip) such that for every / E H' we have

(3■7) Sup \    Qn
n    \J i

fdlP + 00.

If / E H' then Snf does not converge pointwise a.e. on any set of positive measure.

In fact, suppose, by way of contradiction, that Snf converges a.e. on a set E of

positive measure. Then

(3.8) \Sj(x)-Sn-if(x)\ fQndiP) Qn(x) 0   a.e.on£.
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Arguing as in the proof of the Cantor-Lebesgue Theorem [23] we shall show that

(3.8) implies f, fQn dip —» 0, which, by (3.7), is a contradiction. In fact, one has

/ \Qn?d6> / \a ■ sin((n + 1)6) - b ■ sin((n - 1)6)\2 d6
Je Je

= {(a2 + b2)2-x}m(E) - ab f cos(2ö) d6 + o(l)
Je

and, since (a2 + 62)2-1 — ab > 0, Qn cannot tend to zero a.e. on E. This concludes

the proof of the Theorem.

REMARKS. (1) The spaces Lp(I,dip) (1 < p < oo) can be interpreted as spaces

of radial functions on Fr. In fact, if T = (L2(Fr),VN(Fr), m) denotes the standard

dual gage of Fr, then Lp(I,dip) (1 < p < oo) is isometrically isomorphic to the

subspace LR(T) of Lp(r) generated by the finitely supported radial functions (see

e.g. [8, 13, 22]).
A function / defined on Fr is a multiplier of Lp(r) into itself if there exists a

bounded linear operator M/:Lp(r) —> Lp(r) such that MjT^ = T¡^ whenever ip

is a finitely supported function and Tg denotes the left convolution operator by g

on l2(Fr). By (i) and (ii), LR(T) has an approximate unit which is bounded in

the multiplier norm if 3/2 < p < 3, while if p < 3/2 or p > 3 the multiplier norm

of the functions /jv = X^o Xk is unbounded (compare [11]). The same technique

used to prove (ii) shows also that no radial function / = J2T anXn such that

ani = a„2 = • • • = 0 for some subsequence {n,} and such that an(logn)1/3 —> oo,

respectively, an(n)1_3/p —» oo, can be a multiplier of L3(T), respectively, of Lp(r)

with p > 3.
(2) Betori and Pagliacci [2] have recently extended the results of Figà-Talamanca

and Picardello [9] to the context of groups acting faithfully and simply transitively

on an homogeneous tree of order s. We notice that our Theorem holds also for such

groups.
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